


An island is any piece of land that is surrounded by water.
An island is any object lost in an endless extension of a uniform ele-
ment. As such, the island is isolated.
The island is by definition remote, separated, intimately alternative.
The island is elsewhere.
Islands can be natural or artificial: atolls, rocks, volcanos, oases, 
spaceships, oil rigs, carriers.
In his L’île déserte, Gilles Deleuze divides islands into the oceanic 
and the continental. Oceanic ones are “originary, essential islands”. 
Continental ones are “accidental, derivative islands”.
San Rocco 1 will try to use oceanic and continental as categories to 
explore the possibility of architectural islands, either literally or by 
analogy.
Oceanic islands are the radical islands, truly isolated, not only in 
space, but also in time. Oceanic islands have no past. Oceanic islands 
are immediately a “new world”, a reconstruction, a miniature, a uto-
pia. Oceanic islands need to contain everything, because they can-
not rely on anything else. Oceanic islands are “a world”, one that ap-
peared all of a sudden. Oceanic islands are fortresses (and fortresses 
are always doomed to surrender). Contrary to an archipelago, which 
is a project of a civilization, an oceanic island is a project of a world 
(and a project of escape).
Continental islands, on the contrary, are the product of the erosion 
of a continent. Continental islands are linked to something that ex-
ists close by or that existed sometime before. Like icebergs, they are 
the ruins of what previously contained them. Continental islands 
are fragments. They presuppose a totality (either lost or promised), 
to which they belong. Continental islands can be part of a larger en-
semble: a continent, an archipelago, a city. Continental islands are 
“urban” islands. They host the domesticated heterotopias that are 
necessary in a city: prisons, zoos, hospitals, theme parks.



Islands and Boundaries
While recent research in architecture has generated a set of theoretical 
inquiries into the dissolution of boundaries, this trajectory is being 
countered by the opposite propensity for a search for limits and the 
decisive definition of borders. On one hand, the impetus behind the 
dissolution of boundaries, whether substantiated by desires for inter-
connectivity, indeterminacy or multiplicity, has seemingly reached an 
impasse. On the other hand, the proliferation of privatized, single-use 
programs such as gated communities, special economic zones or tax 
havens has reinvigorated a renewed interest in segregated organiza-
tions and their impact on cities. 

Consequently, the study of island and archipelago organizations 
and their potential as generative models in the contemporary city has 
gained momentum within current discourse. Rather than viewing 
such island-like monocultures as fissures within the inclusive mental-
ity of globalization, these organizational models provide opportuni-
ties to promote alternative forms of connectivity through the precise 
demarcation of limits and borders. Characterized by impermeable, 
hard boundaries and limited checkpoints, island and archipelago 
organizations are spatial segregation taken to the extreme, a world 
of fragmentation where definition triumphs over blurring, separation 
over combination, destination over nomadism.

Two Berlin Islands
Given Berlin’s seven-hundred-year history as a repository of island 
organizations of varying degrees of effectiveness, certain models 
that responded to the city’s specific social political circumstances at 


